Rand Paul message!
Hey /pol/, lots of shit happening and I’m loving everything, the chaos, the hope, the depression, the rage. Everything. I’m loving it. So I figured I’d give a little something to the table.
Here is a message from Rand Paul about amendments and NSA surveillance.
Enjoy

Hegelian Dialectic
Let’s say the thesis is technology and transhumanism and the modern world.
The antithesis is reactionary values.
What is the synthesis?

Black Thug Tells Whites —— Bow Down to Blacks, You’re All Gonna Die after old man with a cane gets his ass beat.
http://www.liveleak.com/view?i=a43_1431746648

Black beast who murdered CEO and family #2
The first thread which covered recent news that a black nigger brutally tortured and killed a CEO and his family after holding them hostage for the night, stealing $40,000 and eating their pizza. A lighter skinned (maybe due to camera lighting) looking dreadheaded nigger was apprehended.
The first thread 404’d or was deleted somehow.

Food standard
so i’ve been doing some mental masturbation and the thought of a food based economy crossed my mind.
basically, it would be like the gold standard where a currency’s value is determined by how much gold the government has, it would be based on the estimated harvest of the previous year.
would this be viable? it carries the advantage of intrinsic value (a person can’t exactly live on gold) and renewability as well as incentivizing the government to invest in something that its people actually need, but does have a few setbacks like the fact that it would be very inconsistent (value would drop in times of drought, which would be when they would need outside trade the most) and a few kinks like how exported/imported food factors in on the value and the fact that it gives farmers/ranchers opportunity to manipulate the nation’s currency for self benefit.
all in all, would it work? would centralization of the food industry be necessary/beneficial? any other thoughts on the idea?
Emma Sulkowicz, Columbia College '15, walked across the graduation stage today with her mattress. Columbia University is officially done here.

VIDEO: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HRaw1A78Es

R: 74 / I: 16 / P: 19

Telling it as it is.

'Don't Make the Black Kids Angry': The hoax of black victimization and those who enable it
http://www.amazon.com/Dont-Make-Black-Kids-Angry/dp/1508585024/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1432212360&sr=1-1&keywords=dont%27t+make+the+black+kids+angry

Black people are relentless victims of relentless white violence, often at the end of a badge – for No Reason What So Ever.
That is the biggest lie of our generation. Because just the opposite is true.
War on black people, anyone?
Black crime and violence against whites, gays, women, seniors, young people and lots of others is astronomically out of proportion.
It just won’t quit. Neither will the excuses. Or the denials. Or the black on white hostility. Or those who encourage it.
That is what ‘Don’t Make the Black Kids Angry’ is about.
In 2013, more and more people began to figure out that the traditional excuses – jobs, poverty, schooling, whatever – for black crime and mayhem were not really working any more.
Now they have a new excuse. The ultimate excuse: White racism is everywhere. White racism is permanent. White racism explains everything.
And right away, you can see the enormous difference between what they said happened.
And what really happened.
* You will read about a young mother with two children who found a group of black people burglarizing her home. After she called police, large groups of black people taunted, harassed, vandalized, threatened, and finally burned down her house.
All while police shrugged their shoulders and said there was not much they could do. Hard to believe, you’ll get a link to this 911 call, and you can hear it for yourself.
* You’ll learn about the massive black on Asian violence against more than 1000 recent Asian immigrants that city officials blamed on Asian naivette and said that was not unusual because it happens to all immigrants.
* You’ll read about about 40,000 black people destroying a tourist town because some said they “did not feel welcome.”
* We’ll see examples of widespread black mob violence in small towns. And in bigger places where people pride themselves on racial tolerance.
And what about the virulent black mob violence on Memorial Day, the Fourth of July, even Christmas. We’ll see how widespread that is, how it has been happening for a long time.
And all the time will see how local media deny, ignore, condone, encourage, even lie about it.
* We’ll visit college campuses, where students are soft targets. We’ll learn how black student groups hate it when school records show that violent crime and robbery in and around campus is a black thing.
* We document large scale black mob violence at movie theaters and malls. And observe the enormous difference between what they say happened, and what the video show really happened.
* We’ll see how black on white racial hostility in taught in thousands of schools around the country. How children learn that white racism is everywhere. All the time. And explains everything.
* We’ll go into the inner chambers of the Society of Professional Journalists, and how they tell their members how to cover black crime and violence: Don’t.
* We’ll take a look at Black History Month, and how it is remembered with violence and denial.
* And we will meet the victims, one after another.
And more and more and more examples of black mob violence from around the country until denial is no longer an option.
All written without racism. Or rancor. Or apologies.
My work has appeared in more than 1000 news sites around the world, including the New York Times, Los Angeles Times, San Diego Union-Tribune, NPR and many, many more.

Don’t Make the Black Kids Angry breaks new ground, with new stories of black mob violence and black on white crime.
When you are finished, you might have some causes and solutions, but you will definitely have no reason to deny the existence of this epidemic of crime and violence.

So uh, why aren't there Straight Pride parades? Offer a more wholesome experience to the crowd, walking around with your girl/wife in normal clothing, not with leather gimp suits and dildos up the girls’ asses. Of course, dindus and spics would join up with their sluts, so that mayor be a problem.
Hello /pol/, I thought I’d share this with you.

Freemasonry was associated with communism https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Mlw2mlt5UY

Freemasonry created the new age movement.
It is basically the international commies hiding under a different name.

This new age crap was meant to destroy monolithic white, christian civilization, and usher in a new world government, communist in nature. But through misinformation and hippy crap.
The kikes/masons who did this saw the damage it caused, basically the complete collapse of the west, and are now trying to psyOP the return of christ/use the same hypnotic crap they always did to try to repair the damage. See also: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F80FsZDTGmB

There’s also the various bullshit science peddled by them, such as “zero point energy”/aliens/other crap. And yes, they are still trying to stir up shit to cause enough of a panic to usher in their world government.
https://endalltyranny.wordpress.com/2013/03/11/what-is-the-illuminati-3/

Now, can we finally put these kikes to oven, /pol/?

Compulsory school: is it necessary?

Guillaume Faye said:

> Why keep schooling compulsory until the age of sixteen rather than limit ourselves simply to primary school, where through discipline basic subjects could effectively be taught? Kids over thirteen would then be free to choose whether they wish to start working as apprentices or continue their studies. In such a way we would overcome the impasse of the current system, which leads to failure, uncivil behaviour, ignorance, semi-literacy and unemployment. A well-organised and rigorous primary-school system would undoubtedly produce young people of a higher level than the often quasi-literate individuals who are now making it through the collapsing high-school system.

I’m a high school teacher, and I think that this french edgy guy has a very good point. Most of my students don’t give a shit about the subject I teach (physics) and in the tests they don’t even try to answer.

And, about grades, they don’t care, because they don’t see themselves in higher education, and the politics in my school is to not have more than 5 students flunking per course (soon, my bosses will pressure me to raise the grades, because with me only 10 per course are approving).

What’s the point of keeping this people in classrooms, wasting my time, and wasting the opportunity of working in whatever low-tier job, helping their families?

15 year-old gets sued for defamation after disproving false rape claim

GOD DAMNIT SWEDEN!
http://www.friatider.se/raddades-undan-valdtaktsdom-tack-varel-falls-istallet-for-fortal
You just can’t win anymore. You can put a go-pro on your dick, but you will still get sued!

The kid was 15, that means the girl was probably younger. A fucking 14 year-old conjuring up false rape claims, where will this end?
There is no justice left.
Why is race-mixing being pushed?

Hey /pol/. I have a question for you. I'm don't really frequent /pol/, so I apologize if everyone here has answered this question 100 times, but I was sure you guys would have some perspective on it.

Every day on 8chan’s /b/ and on 4chan’s /b/ (yes, I still use cuckchan, get over it) there are several threads pushing the idea that white women only want black guys, or that the hottest porn is white girl - black guy interracial. I didn’t think anything of it at first, but it’s becoming so consistent that I think it must be a purposeful push. When I ask, people are saying it’s part of an agenda, and I’ve seen all the info on Bella and the Bull, etc.

So I admit, it looks like this is part of an agenda. But what I can’t figure out - why? What does this agenda accomplish? Is it some group of black guys who want interracial to be more accepted, so that they can get more access to white women? It seems like a pretty dedicated, thorough, and secretive plan just for some guys to get laid.

So who's doing it, and why would they?

---

Anyone else getting this little vibe that she might be a part of some pedophile ring? I mean this just doesn’t add up altogether that well. This is a lot different than what Dan “Open wider” Schneider does. This is pushing the envelope a little too much, and it seems a little forced...

---

Christianity = Communism

How Christians evolved modern Communism

During the 60s KGB take secret control of the World Council of Churches (WCC), based in Geneva, Switzerland, and use it as cover for converting Liberation Theology into a South American revolutionary tool. The WCC was the largest international ecumenical organization after the Vatican, representing some 550 million Christians of various denominations throughout 120 countries.

The KGB began by building an intermediate international religious organization called the Christian Peace Conference (CPC), which was headquartered in Prague. Its main task was to bring the KGB-created Liberation Theology into the real world.

The new Christian Peace Conference was managed by the KGB and was subordinated to the venerable World Peace Council, another KGB creation, founded in 1949 and by then also headquartered in Prague.

The WPC’s two publications in French, Nouvelles perspectives and Courier de la Paix, were also managed by undercover KGB – and Romanian DILE - intelligence officers. Even the money for the WPC budget came from Moscow, delivered by the KGB in the form of laundered cash dollars to hide their Soviet origin. In 1989, when the Soviet Union was on the verge of collapse, the WPC publicly admitted that 90% of its money came from the KGB.

General Pacepa tells that that he learned that in 1968 the KGB-created Christian Peace Conference, supported by the world-wide World Peace Council, was able to maneuver a group of leftist South American bishops into holding a Conference of Latin American Bishops at Medellin, Colombia. The Conference’s official task was to ameliorate poverty. Its undeclared goal was to recognize a new religious movement encouraging the poor to rebel against the “institutionalized violence of poverty,” and to recommend the new movement to the World Council of Churches for official approval.

The Medellin Conference achieved both goals. It also bought the KGB-born name “Liberation Theology.”

During those years, the KGB had a penchant for “liberation” movements. The National Liberation Army of Columbia (FARC), created by the KGB with help from Fidel Castro; the “National Liberation Army of Bolivia, created by the KGB with help from “Che” Guevara; and the Palestire Liberation Organization (PLO), created by the KGB with help from Yasser Arafat are just a few additional “liberation” movements born at the Lubyanka – the headquarters of the KGB.

Arizona Meeting

Oi stupid fucks

Arizonans, quitting sitting on your thumbs and get the fuck over here. We've got a meeting scheduled. Show up. If you plan to show, say so in the thread so we know what to expect.

>>>/azpol/5

We need wyminz

http://strawpoll.me/4404454

I’d like to ask everyone to take the strawpoll (inb4 nsa thread, I’m asking if you have a dick or vagina you tin-foilers, I’m not asking for your location and strawpoll doesn’t track that)

I’d like to see how many femanons there are hanging around here.

The stereotype for this site is that it’s almost all men. But I’d like to see how true that is.

I find most far-right people are traditionally males, but I hope to see that trend change, we need both men and women, how will right-wing men succeed in their dream of repopulating the white race if there are no white women who share their beliefs?

I think this is a big problem. I did a strawpoll on 4/pol/ and it was about 10% women and 90% men. I’d like to see something more even. I’m really hoping to find and marry a woman with my beliefs and views (I think that’s a reasonable standard) but that’s not going happen if there are almost none around.

So yeah, there’s certainly a shortage of natsoc/traditional women. Why do you think this is???

Negress Mom & Daughter Kiss, Grope On Camera, While Screaming ‘F**k JESUS’

http://clashdaily.com/2015/04/theyre-going-to-hell-mom-daughter-kiss-grope-on-camera-while-screaming-f**k-jesus/

http://republicbuzz.com/theyre-going-to-hell-mom-daughter-kiss-grope-on-camera-while-screaming-f**k-jesus

Josef Thorak Sculptures from Reich Chancellery Recovered in Raid

Hitler’s lost bronze ‘Walking Horses’ recovered in German police raids

German police has found two bronze horse statues that once stood in front of Adolf Hitler’s chancellery and several pieces of Nazi-era art in black market probe.

Police said that they had to stage a series of raids to recover them. Eight people are being investigated, the BBC reported.

The ‘Walking Horses’ by Josef Thorak were custom-made for the Berlin building that was badly damaged in World War Two and later destroyed by Soviet forces.

The horses and a huge “typical Nazi style” granite relief by Arno Breker were last seen at Soviet barracks near Berlin in 1989, shortly before the fall of the Berlin wall. (ANI)

Discuss and post III Reich art pics.

>How would anyone think you could sell a 10’ tall horse without anyone noticing?

http://www.thetruthaboutguns.com/2015/05/robert-farago/question-of-the-day-would-you-have-shot-dachau-camp-guards/

You know what to do /pol/
This Magnificent Seven have ploughed through fifty years of twin studies to assemble 14,558,903 partly dependent twin pairs drawn from 2,748 publications. After all these monumental labours, perhaps their publication may yet get known as the “Gone with the Wind” paper, because it blows away much confusion, much prevarication and much obfuscation about twin studies.

The authors find that estimates of heritability cluster strongly within functional domains, and across all traits the reported heritability is 49%. For a majority (69%) of traits, the observed twin correlations are consistent with a simple and parsimonious model where twin resemblance is solely due to additive genetic variation. The data are inconsistent with substantial influences from shared environment or non-additive genetic variation. (This finding has been under-reported).

By all standards of academic debate, this is the mother of “F*** Off” samples, which should lay low fifty decades of quibbling about the twin method. Author Beben Benyamin has given reassuring interviews saying that it is not a case of “genetics versus environment” but genetics with environments (which was always understood by researchers). The genetic component is increasingly understood, the environmental component remains vague, with ad hoc speculations about shared variance which are usually not validated.

Where do the heredity sceptics go now?

"Frankly, my dear, I don’t give a damn"
What are the methods we can use to red pill normies, /pol/?

I was thinking, don’t appear racist/sexist/antisemitic/whatever up front. Just try and convince them that Hitler wasn’t as evil as they made him out to be, and how he had the best for the German people in mind.

Then tell them they should read more about Adolf Hitler and National Socialism/Fascism, why capitalism/communism is evil, etc.

Slowly but surely, the normie will become a true /pol/ack.

My bigger problem is how do we red pill conservatives on Israel.

Datamining Everything

Is there a reason these international corporations are doing all this?

The uninitiated will quickly claim something about profit. We know for a fact that corporations get bailouts and special privileges that are the antithesis of a free market because of big government not despite it. When people try to stage protests or sabotage an unethical business they also pay for the very police that comes to beat them up. Benefiting further exploitation by the big corporations.

If you’ve spent a few years uploading your face and your genuine thoughts on the internet the reality is that if this happened after the patriot act that it is stored somewhere about you.

People make the argument that you can’t track every single activity every single person does.

Why? You have auto uploading of all sorts updating blogs and jewbooks so what seems so impossible about computer algorithms analyzing everyone and identifying behavior that deviates from the norm of your individual life or of your type of person? If you ever break any laws or if you break any of the possible laws that are made in the future they could go back into these databases and pull out everything about you. They might identify more laws you’ve broken or simply use the reconstructed persona of yours to track you better and predict your moves before you even make them with high accuracy.

What kind of things could you possible hide if you don’t do anything wrong? Share everything.

China is growing larger


Above the South China Sea (CNN)The Chinese navy issued warnings eight times as a U.S. surveillance plane on Wednesday swooped over islands that Beijing is using to extend its zone of influence.

The series of man-made islands and the massive Chinese military build-up on them have alarmed the Pentagon, which is carrying out the surveillance flights in order to make clear the U.S. does not recognize China’s territorial claims. The militarized islands have also alarmed America’s regional allies.

Former CIA Deputy Director Michael Morell told CNN's Erin Burnett Wednesday night that the confrontation indicates there is "absolutely" a risk of the U.S. and China going to war sometime in the future.

A CNN team was given exclusive access to join in the surveillance flights over the contested waters, which the Pentagon allowed for the first time in order to raise awareness about the challenge posed by the islands and the growing U.S. response.

CNN was aboard the P8-A Poseidon, America’s most advanced surveillance and submarine-hunting aircraft, and quickly learned that the Chinese are themselves displeased by the U.S. pushback.

"This is the Chinese navy — This is the Chinese navy — Please go away — to avoid misunderstanding," a voice in English crackled through the radio of the aircraft in which CNN was present.

Free speech on 8chan?

can someone explain this to me?

what the fuck is rule 6 and why was I banned from /gamergatehq/ for posting this?
Professor Kevin MacDonald explains the Jewish cultural environment

Today Dr. Duke had the world renowned evolutionary psychologist Professor Kevin MacDonald as his guest for the hour. Professor MacDonald explained that the Jewish cultural environment has selected for certain genetically based personality traits over the years, most notably ethnocentrism but also aggression and psychological intensity. He also noted the Jewish tendencies for self-deception and bipolar disorder. These personality traits have given them an advantage within the less ethnocentric and more individualistic European societies and have helped them gain dominance over time.

Then along with Dr. Slattery they discuss ways that people can talk about the Jewish problem effectively and get around the massive Zio programming that leads people to shut their ears to criticism of Jews. They agree that Jews are extremely vulnerable, because their hypocrisy on so many issues is glaring and they have become utterly dependent on the self-censorship of the repressed gentile populations they dominate.

This is a foundational show that can enlighten everyone, from the most aware to those still in complete darkness. Please share it widely.

http://mediaarchives.gsradio.net/dduke/052015.mp3

Question to NatSoc folks.

Beyond racial realism, what is National Socialism?
What are the laws?
What is the system?
Financially?
Judicially?
I've never seen it described beyond the removal of kike influence. Which is all well and good, but that is more of an ideal, not a whole system.

I know some of you are pretty clever, so can you explain it to me?

i want off this ride /pol/

Finally, I've connected the Jews to babylonia. Their banking network, their government, their inner workings.

What do I do now?

All the workings of communism are just like babylonia. This shit is absolutely insane! How the fuck would anybody be able to talk about this shit in public? Jesus was right. He was against Hammurabi law and saved the white race. I'm wouldn't necessarily call myself a christian either but he saved mine. He rebuilt the corrupt society. Now the churches are corrupt as fuck.

How does one contribute to rebuilding the white race? I'm not racist but I understand the implications of race separations. Europe needs to be rebuild, america too. The Americans should of listened to the founding fathers. They should of listened to Andrew Jackson. They should of killed Woodrow Wilson in a way of humility.

I dont want to talk anymore, I'll become a mute forever.

Nigs being nigs

Look what's happening! This fucking nigger is trying to act hurt in front of cameras so he can loot more stores and get free stuff. WHEN DOES IT STOP
Why is it that /pol/ loves white women so much? Is race mixing so bad? Say you produce an offspring with a black woman. You’re most likely (depending on her level of blackness and your level of whiteness) to get something that looks Latin, or like a tan white person.

Aside from that, white women (and Asian women born in white countries) are easily the most manipulative, emasculating, and anti-white male group on the planet next to the Jews.

If whites are inherently smarter and superior to other groups, then why would you value so highly a group that, on an individual level, has the mental ability to destroy white male identity?

At least black women aren’t smart enough to whip most of us into emasculated, submissive little shits.

tldr.all women are bitches, whites are the most capable race, why do you like the ones capable of being the bitchiest?

redpill on Bolshevism

I tried looking over the wiki link but there is some BS (similar to the ones found on 9/11 or Hitler’s Germany). Again, I would appreciate /his/ tier accounts… but don’t hold back on the redpill

Feminist/Muslim fault line

As you may or may not have figured out by now the reason feminists attack white men for micro-aggressions while ignoring Muslims for gangrape is that feminism is not merely advocacy for women. Feminism is the belief that the most important fundamental interaction in the world between humans is that of the oppressor and the oppressed, a concept borrowed from Marx’s struggle between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie. For feminists the oppressor is the white male patriarchy who is only successful because of his oppression and therefore feminists are fighting the good fight against this oppressive force. Muslims are seen as brown so they’re also an oppressed class struggling against the evil white oppressor. This is how feminists and Muslims are on the same team despite disagreements on some fairly minor issues such as a woman’s right to travel without being escorted by a male family member, honor killings, and female genital mutilation.

And all because Muslims aren’t white.

But what if they were? What if Arab and Persian men (and only men) suffered from white privilege? I mean plenty of them are light enough to pass for white. In the United States they are academically and financially successful. Surely they are treated better than darkly complected Africans.

But if Arabs had white privilege their oppressed minority status would be gone, the spell would be broken. They would no longer be part of the resistance, they would suddenly be among the biggest homophobic Cislicious shitholes of that evil oppressor patriarchy.

If someone were to begin making memes that look like they’re attacking privileged white men but which contain pictures of Middle Eastern men doing typical privileged white male things we can alter the status of Arabs in the feminist’s mind and cause a well of hatred to spill out from feminists onto lighter complected Muslims, breaking the silence and finally making it normal for feminists to call out Muslims for their anti-woman behavior.

Archeological Dig Excavates Tools Predating Humans by 700,000 Years

The world’s oldest stone tools have been discovered, scientists report.

They were unearthed from the shores of Lake Turkana in Kenya, and date to 3.3 million years ago.
They are 700,000 years older than any tools found before, even pre-dating the earliest humans in the Homo genus.

"They are significantly earlier than anything that has been found previously," said Dr Nick Taylor, from the National Centre of Scientific Research (CNRS) in France and the University of Leiden in the Netherlands.

"It’s really quite astonishing to think what separates the previous oldest site and this site is 700,000 years of time. It’s monumental."

They include sharp flakes of stone, sheared off from larger rocks, which were most likely used for cutting. Hammers and anvils were also excavated, some of which were huge in size.

Dating of the volcanic ash and minerals around the tools suggests that they are 3.3 million years old.


Bolsheviks

Redpill me on Bolshevikism.

I tried looking over the wiki link but there is some BS (similar to the ones found on 9/11 or Hitler’s Germany). Again, I would appreciate /his/ tier accounts… but don’t hold back on the redpill

link:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bolsheviks

webm not related

This is not GamerGate, this is not for discussing external politics in videogames, this is about the genre of politics in games. Limited mostly to /ggs/ and Deus Ex. But you can bring any videogame that is politics oriented and share it with us!

whatcha doing rabbi

http://boston.cbslocal.com/2015/05/20/holocaust-memorial-vandalized-in-lynn/

R: 153 / I: 47 / P: 21

The Savagery of the Western Allies

Some say the Western Front of WWII was the last "gentleman’s war".

They could not be more wrong.
It is commonly believed that the Germans during World War II committed all sorts of atrocities against their prisoners held in concentration camps, but what is not so widely recognized is that, after the Germans lost the war, the Americans came in and filled these same concentration camps with German people and treated them at least as poorly, though likely much worse.

In the years following 1945, American, French, and British soldiers committed all manners of atrocities against not only German prisoners of war, but also horrific and monstrous crimes against millions innocent and defenseless women, children, and civilians.

One former American soldier, "Martin Brech", now a Unitarian-Universalist minister, described the tragedies that he witnessed during the American occupation of Germany:

> In Andernach about 50,000 prisoners of all ages were held in an open field surrounded by barbed wire. The women were kept in a separate enclosure that I did not see until later. The men I guarded had no shelter and no blankets. Many had no coats. They slept in the mud, wet and cold, with inadequate slit trenches for excrement. It was a cold, wet spring, and their misery from exposure alone was evident.

> Even more shocking was to see the prisoners throwing grass and weeds into a tin can containing a thin soup. They told me they did this to help ease their hunger pains. Quickly they grew emaciated. Dysentery raged, and soon they were sleeping in their own excrement, too weak and crowded to reach the slit trenches. Many were begging for food, sickening and dying before our eyes. We had ample food and supplies, but did nothing to help them, including no medical assistance. German civilians were not allowed to feed, nor even come near the prisoners.

> Outraged, I protested to my officers and was met with hostility or bland indifference. When pressed, they explained they were under strict orders from "higher up".

> When I threw this food over the barbed wire to the prisoners, I was caught and threatened with imprisonment. I repeated the "offense", and one officer angrily threatened to shoot me.
Circumcision of Infants Must End

I am astounded that so many individuals try to advocate for genital mutilation. When will this barbaric custom finally be abolished for boys as well as girls?

Defeatist Memes and Self-Fulfilling Prophecy

The character of /pol/’s board culture has, historically, been rather paranoid and pessimistic. Our memes have focused on the death of our civilization, and I fear that we may have been enabling its descent in the process. /bane/ got their plane crash. /pol/ gets ever worsening corporate-customer relations. /ebola/ got their disease as an STD. /pol/ gets white genocide.

The prophecies we create, which we fervently believe will come true, affect the way we act. If we believe we will succeed, we will try harder. We will refuse to give up because of a momentary downturn. Beyond shaping our own actions, look at the placebo effect; it’s amazing. When a person gets well after taking a placebo, they do so powered solely by their belief. Most amazingly, in the studies which examine placebo the subject experiences an effect through belief without even trying to believe. If a man can regrow his hair with the subtle trust in sugar water, imagine what force his belief could garner if he applied it purposefully.

We need to breathe more optimism into our board. We need to have faith that the abilities which got us here will see us through to the end. We must craft the reality in which we would live.

Our future is bright.

Our enemies shall destroy themselves.

We already possess the strength to survive.

Our technology will give us the tools we need to thrive.

We shall prepare the stars themselves for settlement by our grandchildren.

It is a good time to be alive.

Perfect world

Hey fellow /pol/acks.

Finally, after years of being here and on halfchan /pol/, I have something meaningful to say. Thanks to this board I have gone through a lot and learned a whole fucking lot of new things both about this world and myself. It’s been one funky ride. Nonetheless, one specific thing that I learned is that everything in the world does not have one, or even two sides to it, but rather than that, many sides, and there are no exclusions. Whether it’s National Socialism, or Communism, or Democracy, or anything else really, every philosophy, way of thinking or strategy made so far has multiple sides to it, and hence, nothing is perfect. Being born and spending most of my life in a country where I was always forced to believe and accept exactly one point of view on everything, and surrounded by people that did so, this experience, no matter how shit the board actually is, changed my entire life.

The end result for me nonetheless is disappointment with every single approach humanity took to the problems associated with itself encountered throughout its known history. In the end, it all came and still comes down to living for one’s own sake or living for the sake of others. And both of these are ways are in my opinion, faulted. No matter how many times we revolt and change the regime, no matter how much we struggle to change as we are now we will keep coming to the same result and ending up in the same complete shithole once again. And then the cycle will go on and on and on, with achieving nothing but waste of human resource in the process.
MUH CRUMBING NARRATIVE! These people are such fucking scum. More fantasy tales from Columbia. This was brought to my attention by Emma "Poop Shoot Olympian" Sulkowicz herself. As I read this I realized that even if this is a real person, even if what they say is partially or fully true, no crime occurred. Why is there such desperation to defend Emma "Greasy Cheeks" Sulkowicz? Why is she so crucial to their narrative?

https://archive.is/FjSi8

Disgusting Iowas democrats can’t even give a real response when asked what Hillary has done for the country. That fucking beta at the end >"W-well, she’s not perfect but it’s either her or X. X is bad because reasons, that’s why Hillary’s the only choice"

Ask all your acquaintances who are going to vote for Hillary for one thing she’s done for America. Pro-tip: they can’t.

Hey /pol/, I’m a HS senior studying 1984 in literature class. I was given the following prompt to respond to:

"In Oceania, citizens lack privacy, have little control over their daily lives, and learn only the information that the Party chooses to tell them. Today, by contrast, information flows freely through many forms of media. People can look up any topic at any time and read about it. Through various social network sites and through phone and text messages, people have never been so connected."

"However, the power of media can work against people as well as for them. Is all information true and accurate, or do some sources obscure truth and mislead readers? What are the potential abuses of constant connectedness? How might the screens, large and small, that surround us be used against us? Under what circumstances might our "information society" fall into the hands of a powerful but ill-intentioned group of leaders? Discuss the abuses of information and privacy in 1984 and the possibility of such abuses occurring today. Use information from the novel to support your ideas."

I just don’t know how to respond without talking about Zio-media and the anti-white, anti-family agenda in the media because our media has already fallen into the hands of a powerful but ill-intentioned group(Jews). I agree more with Aldous Huxley’s scenario of how an NWO will function than Orwell’s because the population already suffers information overload and the important information is drowned out by trivial information while people are distracted by porn and drugs. Perhaps you could even make a link between Hitler and Goldstein because there is currently a perpetual crusade against "racism" and "nazism" and anyone who follows Hitler’s ideology or admits that he may be right is either socially exiled or forced to recant their ideas.

Do nationalists have any plans for Canada?

Seems like a lot of the land in the north there is rich and full of resources. The country has about a tenth of the population of America and most of it is in the top 10 cities of those mostly in the south east. The rest of the land will have to be utilized. Do you want to keep it western man?
Am I the only one who finds tattoos and piercings on women disgusting?
Basic earrings are the only thing I can tolerate. Navel (belly button) piercings remind me of that Matrix scene where that insect crawls inside Neo’s belly button.

Why are tattoos and piercings so common with Western women?

The pipe was built in 1991 and had been tested a few weeks ago, he said.
Officials said about 105,000 gallons (400,000 litres) spilled from the pipe and about 21,000 gallons had reached the ocean.
An official with Plains All American Pipeline LP, who owns the pipe, said it was running at a rate of about 84,000 gallons an hour when it broke.

Why couldn’t it be run like a business, /pol/? Where’s the competition to make pipelines that don’t suck?

New Zealand’s new flag


How should New Zealand’s new flag look like?

Personally I’d vote for Henry Bennett’s vision.
Comments are blowing up again, like their previous article on the posters.

Red Pill on vidya

Are the japs in the games industry as bad as the jews in other parts of the entertainment here?

also /vr/ here
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It seems courting moral outrage could become a good marketing tactic.

A pretty unknown company, probably run by some kid, but plenty of outrage and muh sexisms.

https://twitter.com/FortaCloud/status/600303456440741888

Uncle Ted’s criticism of the modern Left, does it hold up?

Ted Kaczynski’s manifesto lays out the case for modern Leftism to be primarily a psychological condition for addressing a sense of insecurity among individuals. (And he also finds the modern Right to be delusional in attaching to faux traditionalism, within an ever changing world.)

I find his reasoning to be rather convincing given the whole after reading it. But is it perhaps fallacy, that his definition of Leftist is to narrow, or broad? Would his points remain valid if we say substituted Thomas Sowell’s thinking for what defines Leftism and it’s supporters from “Intellectuals and Society”, which presents a much more quantifiable idea of Leftism and it intelligensia’s effect?

Also, is ‘Ship of Fools’ /pol/ for theater?
Scandal of foreign nurses with bogus papers as ‘devil’ nurse faces jail for killing two patients

Thousands of foreign nurses could be working in Britain with FAKE qualifications
http://www.express.co.uk/news/uk/578221/foreign-NHS-nurses-fake-Victorino-Chua-Stepping-Hill

NHS still ucking the nation

It’s not racist to worry about foreign nurses, writes NHS psychiatrist MAX PEMBERTON

How three-quarters of migrants from Eastern Europe are in unskilled jobs
http://www.express.co.uk/news/politics/578467/migrants-Eastern-Europe-unskilled-jobs

3 in 4 of Britain’s danger doctors are trained abroad

Racism row diversity officer could be FIRED after she tweeted ‘KILL ALL WHITE MEN’
http://www.express.co.uk/news/uk/578341/Bahar-Mustafa-Goldsmiths-Student-Union-racism-kill-all-white-men

Sorry, money is sexist
http://www.breitbart.com/london/2015/05/20/is-a-competition-really-the-best-way-to-choose-the-next-face-on-the-20-note/

Eurosceptic Royalty backs Farage to lead the EU “Out” Campaign
http://www.breitbart.com/london/2015/05/20/eurosceptic-royalty-backs-farage-to-lead-the-eu-out-campaign/

9 in 9 ways for Eurosceptics to win the referendum
http://www.capx.co/nine-ways-for-eurosceptics-to-win-the-referendum/

Many businesses do not fear leaving the EU
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-32778475

JCB boss says EU exit could lift burden of bureaucracy on UK businesses
http://www.theguardian.com/politics/2015/may/17/jcb-boss-says-eu-exit-could-lift-burden-of-bureaucracy-on-uk-businesses

Hitchens: Why I Place No Hope in a Referendum on Britain’s EU Membership
http://hitchensblog.mailonsunday.co.uk/2015/05/why-i-place-no-hope-in-a-referendum-on-britains-eu-membership.html?utm_source=twitterfeed&utm_medium=twitter

TOXIC MASCULINITY SUPPRESSED NO FUN ALLOWED FOR YOUNG LADS
http://www.breitbart.com/london/2015/05/18/police-called-to-primary-school-after-students-play-sword-fights-with-rulers/

EU driving business out of Europe
https://youtu.be/i50B5vdjyaJ

O’Flynn binned
http://www.ukip.org/statement_from_ukip_leader_nigel_farage

Humans are going to Mars and into space

We need a flag that represents humanity

Let’s put a religious symbol on it and take a bunch of photos of it on a nigger Sweden is getting worse by the day.

Want to help improve the quality of my posts here?
Dear ANON,

We need the best-educated workforce in the world if we're going to compete effectively in the global economy. To do that, we must make certain that every person in this country who has the ability and desire can get all the education they need – regardless of the income of their family.

That is why today I will be introducing a revolutionary bill in the Senate which will end tuition at all public colleges and universities in the United States. This legislation will also significantly reduce the interest rate on student loans.

If you support my idea to make tuition free at public colleges and universities and agree that we must lower interest rates on student loans, please add your name as a citizen co-sponsor to my bill. Together, we can win this fight.

It is a tragedy that hundreds of thousands of young people are giving up their dream of going to college because it is too expensive. That’s not what America is supposed to be about.

We must also end the absurdity of millions of people leaving college and graduate school drowning in debt, a debt that often hangs around their necks for years.

In my opinion, the U.S. needs to learn from countries like Germany, Austria, Denmark, Finland, Norway, Scotland and Sweden that investing in the education of our young people is smart public policy. We must understand that a well-educated population is not only good for the individual student, but for our entire economy.

At a time of massive wealth and income inequality we must demand that all of our people, regardless of their economic status, have the opportunity to pursue their educational dreams while making our economy more productive.

Sign on to say you support my bill to make tuition free at public colleges and universities. Click here to add your name.

Together, we can revolutionize how higher education is funded, and lower the oppressive burden of debt that so many carry. Thank you for your support.

Sincerely,

Senator Bernie Sanders

P.S. After you sign my petition, I would like to hear from you about how your life would change if college tuition were free. Would you be able to go to school? What about your kids or grandkids? Or if you could refinance your loans?

Reply to this email after you sign my petition and tell us your story about how your life would change if my bill became law.

---


Is it possible that the Protocols was a double forgery

Double-forgery: a forgery that implicitly presents itself as a work of forgery by blatantly appearing to have been forged.

I am asking this, because it is undeniable that Israel has a lot of political power and misuses it, and the media blatantly ignores it and call anyone who question Israel to be an antisemite, and the fact that they clearly had a lot of political influence during and before WW2, which for some reason a lot of people deny.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Balfour_Declaration#Motivation_for_the_Declaration

"It seems most liberal historians deny that there can be a lot of intrigues behind the genesis of a war when it appears beyond doubt that there's actually a lot of it, most of which historians will never completely uncover let alone prove, in every war even to this day."– Korean shitposter May 20 2015 after having a long session of diarrhea after eating too much fermented kimchi

---

https://8ch.net/pol/catalog.html

The Myth of Nationalism in a Post-Industrialist World
As corporations have taken over the place of feudal overlords, the concept of “nation” has become diluted. Whereas once the concept of land, which was inextricably linked to the wealth of the elites lorded over a particular tract of land, called a “nation,” was their primary revenue source—and therefore necessary to protect, the agrarian societies which developed these kingdoms—and ultimately nations, have withered in the winds of change blown by the smoke of factories and the industrial and post-industrial ages.

Wealth tied to land is no longer the primary way in which elites hold their power. The concept of the “corporation” has overtaken the role of feudal overlords. Thus, it is not necessary for elites to protect tracts of land that were once the source of their incomes as feudalistic overlords, but instead, the ethereal concept of corporations allow the elite to amass wealth without the need of national boundary.

This means, it is no longer is in the elites’ interest to preserve nations and nationalities, but rather pursue markets or markets of consumers.

Thus, it is logical to see the creation of a the European Union, TPP, etc. to promote “free trade” which inexcusably helps a corporation’s (and the elite shareholders’) bottom line.

In the post-industrial age, the backwards concept of “nationalism” is a joke when the elites that disproportionately own most of the world’s wealth don’t care about “nationality” simply because broader “multinational” and “multicultural” markets create a broader consumer base to increase their revenue stream.

It all comes down to money. That’s why I generally consider the fight is futile. But please, discuss with me why I may be wrong.

---

tldr - Read the whole thing.

---

It all comes down to money. That’s why I generally consider the fight is futile. But please, discuss with me why I may be wrong.

“multinational” and “multicultural” markets create a broader consumer base to increase their revenue stream.
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So I'm a left winger, far left. Marxist. Perhaps I came to that conclusion via a different road than most, but that's where I am.

But I have to say - I actually have a lot more respect for National Socialists and the like than for Libertarians.

Natsocs are least recognize that things are fucked and that society needs to be reorganized on a radically different basis, they at least realize some basic truths about humanity - that we actually are social creatures, that people aren't islands and that their lives happen in a social context - someone who says they want a world where white children have a future are recognizing that that future can be denied or shaped from the outside.

Libertarians on the other hand are constantly, constantly defending some of the worst aspects of the current system while basically claiming that if only we made the system even shittier everything would turn out okay.

They constantly attempt to justify unearned wealth, constantly attack the oppressed, constantly shill for the system, just with the little addition that we didn’t have welfare and government spending and the federal reserve everything would actually work, you know?

Even if you believe in class collaboration, if you’re organizing society on the basis of broader racial unity or national unity or something, people are actually expected to act in accordance with that - it’s in some sense looking back to the sort of feudal ideal where yes, a lord might have had land but he was obliged to use that land to aid in the defense of the realm.

I would rather live in a NatSoc society than a libertard one.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ghw22PCdyRM

New video of that biker/SUV attack that happened in NYC. Guess who’s involved?

 Stanford Psychologist: Destructive Effects of Pornography and Video Games addiction Leading to ‘Masculinity Crisis’


> Pornography and video games have an unusual but nonetheless destructive effect on their users, especially men.

> Phillip Zimbardo, a leading psychologist at Stanford University, thinks that uncontrolled use of pornography and video games has led to a decline in masculinity among users.

> From Independent:

> “In an interview on the BBC World Service’s Weekend programme, Zimbardo spoke about the results of his study, an in-depth look into the lives of 20,000 young men and their relationships with video games and pornography.

> “He said: ‘Our focus is on young men who play video games to excess, and do it in social isolation - they are alone in their room.’

> “Now, with freely available pornography, which is unique in history, they are combining playing video games, and as a break, watching on average, two hours of pornography a week.” ”

 A BITCH GETS KO’ED FOR TALKING SHIT ABOUT HOMOS LIFE CHOICE

http://m.liveleak.com/view?i=c34_1385029802

original source above. add some livestreak support please hotwheels.

> drunk bitch says, you wanna date a guy

> gets knocked the fuck out

lol
Time for my daily dose of shitty uneducated opinions.

You are now in control of three things, a very advanced alien force in space, a country of your choice and dozen clone bodies which can revive instantly at any location.

What will you do with Terra and it's denizens?

Does that make sense?

It seems pervasive to me.

Fact of the matter is whether you take Europeans only or not that a huge amount of the population will be about 100 IQ or less. They will be about median between hard working and lazy. And they will be about median between submissive and bold.

Why are we against all obedient people that follow the collective? It is us, the nationalists, that are not showing enough of our strong hand that are allowing these masses of average and below average people to be swayed by multicultics and jews.

Let us remember that loyalty is not dependent on intelligence and hardworking and strong but dumb people are still people that are useful and deserve reward for the strengths they have.

New merchant minute! Oy vey!

It's like annudah shoah!

New merchant minute! Oy vey!

It's like annudah shoah!

Prof. X and Magneto

So they both fight for their own race, the mutants.

But they have different philosophies. I know the comic books make it sound like the X-men are the 'good' guys, but Magneto is WAY cooler than the cripple pacifist professor. Not only that, Magneto is pretty much the quintessential racial supremacist. His philosophy is consistent with a lot of what /pol/tards preach, but Magneto is a jew.

So what do you think of these two guys?

If white guys have so many bad things related to race invented and made against them why white women have racial immunity even with all their power?

It's because white women are the fetish of men of other races and white guys are the race of men used to be officially attacked in American politics (Globalist influence)

Why white girls aren't racially attacked in the same way than white guys and have bad things related to them to make their lives worse and men don't like them or something bad against them or try to create all bullshit to feel guilt, shaming and these things invented against women of other races, white guys, but nothing against white girls who enjoy everything in easy mode and pampered? It's because white girls are the most popular mainstream race fetish for men and white girls enjoy this because always have some white girl creating videos, musics, movies or anything to get attention for being white and dating, being trophy, fetish with someone who is not white, and to please the fetish of men of other races and viewers even more talking bad things against the own white guys to please the fetish of this man who is not white and the viewers who are watching and the white girl know she is being the center of attention, and is showed like a trophy/fetish for her owner/boyfriend/man of other race and they really make everything in explicit way and seems to enjoy?

I hate this bullshit of "race fetish" because seems that this is mostly bullshit who is only used against white guys dating women of other races while the most popular fetish are always with white women and worse things in the most explicit way, have a double standard or cynical bullshit on this or is padr of american politics be biased because they want to pretend that this is the motive, while the real motive of this bullshit is only attack white guys dating girls of other races to make the men who hate white guys feel happy and also please them with fetish in white girls who aren't attacked or have nothing to feel bad, guilt, and the men of other races never will be called something bad for make worse things than white guys because is so much easier see fetish in white women and white women showed like race.

trophy

Nothing to make them feel guilt or bad, and they seems to enjoy the attention, sorry white guys but I think everything related to race is made only against white guys because this never is used against asian, black or any men of any other race and is used only to try to make women who aren't white don't date white guys to make the men of their race happy while they have all kind of fetish in white women, the white women don't feel guilt or bad and support this, enjoy to be the center of attention, try to please the nerds with fetish on them, it's explicit the double standard.

I think the men who use white women for fetish, sex and trophy are right

Maybe this is something from America and they are a disgusting globalist shithole full of sickness and maybe some european countries have this sickness imported in the racial social engineering invented in America

Seriously, white women are something very very disgusting and sad, and the whole biased american anti-white male social engineering bias, internet, google, news, propaganda, "SOMIL" movies, is made to cause outrage with injustice, lies, double standard, bullshit and everything in all ways is exclusive made to be racially against white men, to please haters, to relate everything bad with the word "White men" and I want to avoid this word because even being white I remember all shit in all ways who was impregnated in "white men" racial image, word, related by American racial anti-white bias social
engineering and everything is really sad to live.

Hitler's Economy

Hello /pol/ i have a question about Hitler (big surprise) and his economy. Currently our economy is debt based and others can be gold based but can you explain Adolf's labor based economy to me? I'm having trouble understanding it myself. Thanks.

Body shaming - WE ARE ALL BOOTYFUL

So sad so sad

>>But now images from a virtual autopsy of King Tut reveal that instead of a regal man with full lips and an equine nose, Tut more likely had buck teeth, a club foot, and "girlish hips," reports the Daily News — not to mention any number of genetic shortcomings that occur when your parents were probably brother and sister.

>>Poor guy. Seven centuries and a solid gold tomb later, even he can't escape the harsh body-shaming of modern society.

https://archive.is/Ezy47

The Truth About Sexual Autonomy

Do you think the idea that any man who's ever been with a woman is a filthy cuck if they separated is true? I believe that adulterers should be put to death. Sex isn't an amusement park ride, it's a sacred pact and those who break it's guidelines should be killed. I fully understand that that'd mean hundreds of millions would have to die, but no revolutionary societal change has ever been made without a foundation of corpses keeping it grounded.

>Women shouldn't have sexual autonomy (or the right to vote) they should instead be married off by their father to the most worthy suitor

>Men who don’t choose to better themselves for a chance at competing for a bride shouldn’t get sex at all.

>Look at our society and how we would benefit from this. No more slutwalks, no more degenerate single mothers (aka welfare leeches), a drastic decrease in divorce rates, No more children spawned from inopportune genetics, genetic dead ends would die off instead of breeding with one another

mfw this is one of the final redpills and final solutions

Memes create reality

Remember to write and spread healthy memes.

The way forward is multi faceted.

Build a strong family.

Crush the governments.

Rebuild the world with Memes.
Common filth raido promo

Remember liberals have the same amount of say in society as you. If that doesn’t piss you off then watching the latest episode of tumblristas will.

Got any /pol related twitter recommendations?

Two from me, https://twitter.com/Gavin_McInnes
https://twitter.com/rabite

Israel says no tanks for women soldiers!


> The Israeli army, which is distinguished by its strong integration of women in combat units, has decided not to let them serve in tanks, media reports said on Monday.

> Women can join combat units only when those units do not require excessive physical abilities or direct contact with the enemy, the daily Haaretz quoted the authors of the report as saying.

The very people that spread feminazi propaganda shows its double standard again!

Adolfo Spurdolano

Let's create a new leader for Evropa, out of memes

Thread #2

Previous thread:

>>2002842 and https://archive.is/ouXdV

Poland ball thread?

Amon Milchan - Mossad's Hollywood Man in the Middle

http://www.bollyn.com/the-mass-media-the-9-11-cover-up
http://redicecreations.com/article.php?id=33359

> If one considers the known evidence of Israeli prior knowledge of 9/11, the Odigo text messages and the five arrested Mossad agents, for example, as indicative of Israeli state involvement in the crime, the identity of the hidden power behind the cover-up is rather obvious. The "hidden hand" suppressing the information about 9/11 would have to be a high-level person in the Israeli political-military intelligence establishment who has very close relations with media kingpins like Murdoch, Levin, and Eisner. Arnon Milchan (a.k.a. Milchen) is such a person.

> While millions of Americans have watched his films, such as Pretty Woman and JFK, very few know that Arnon Milchan is a "best friend" of Shimon Peres (born Szymon Perski in Wzsniewo, Poland) the Israeli president and godfather of Israel's nuclear arsenal.

Medium-tier redpill

Calgary Stampede Triggers Feminists

The Calgary Stampede is an event held every year. Traditionally it is centered around rodeo activities, but for the majority of people it is a festival where regular people dress in cowboy/girl attire.

A commercial promoting the event has attracted the attention of SJW/feminists/tumblrinas for some inexplicable reason.

> Many people have said the ad does not appropriately represent women.

> Global News showed the ad to a group of feminists, who said it focuses on the white, male cowboy as the champion.

https://archive.is/im4BS

Be sure to play the video, it is a real treat.

> The rest of us have to aspire to look like this WHITE ABLE-BODIED COWBOY

If anyone's looking to get triggered here's a TED talk by the daughter of two holocaust survivors supporting infidelity.

Her accent is fucking incredible. Comments say she's belgian or some shit, but she's full shlylock.

Patriot Act filibuster TWEEST

So I'm enjoying the end of the filibuster on C-Span like many of you when they drop this little bombshell on me

> it's worth noting that the bill currently being debated on the house floor was not the Patriot Act, but Fast Track Authorization of trade deals for the president.

So... Did he filibuster the patriot act and the TPP at the same time while playing the game by voting for TPP this last time?

Based Rand. Also thank you to all you Libertarian lurkers who didn't afraid away because of the Nazis.
How do you live?

How much has being on /pol/ affected how you live on a day-to-day basis?

Do you keep your cash under your mattress? Do you boycott anything made by Jews? Do you give niggers dirty looks in public?

Tell me how you’ve changed, if at all. I’m really curious, /pol/.

Syrian rebels show off Nazi howitzer in video

HOW DARE THEY!!

THOSE FUCKING FILTHY MONKEYS DARE TO USE GERMAN WWII WEAPONRY!

https://archive.is/eM0iM

> A video has been uploaded to Youtube showing Syrian rebels proudly showing off their "brand-new" weapon: a Nazi howitzer dating back to the Second World War.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5N21u3qjNg8

Hapa: Supreme Gentlemen

Daily reminder not to betray your race for an Asian girl. Hapa chicks can be the best of both worlds, but hapa men — let’s just say they’re a tad — effeminate. Other Asians will look at them as hafu outsiders, and other white guys will look down on them as fags. Don’t breed the next supreme gentleman! Stay in your race! Whites are endangered enough as-is. The world’s got enough gooks already.

Good News my ass!

> be depressed and mad because of daily /pol/ browsing

> news about Sweden, refugees, kikes, nra, TTIP/TPP, SIS, anti-fa and the general death of white culture

> try to search for some non depressing or rage worthy news

> google "good news"

> mfw


WAKE ME UP /pol/ — I CAN’T TAKE THIS ANYMORE!
No thread about TTIP?

I am very surprised that this has not been discussed at/pol/ yet.

Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) is an economic and free trade treaty to be negotiated between US and EU. Sounds harmless right? The problem is that it was unknown to the public and cooperation is also part of it.

>What does this mean?

It means it was secretly negotiated between state leaders and corporations!

https://archive.is/uzj3l - Stop TTIP!

> The negotiations are conducted in secret. Even our public representatives know little if anything about their process. They receive the results in the form of long agreements (the CETA agreement, for example, has about 1,500 pages) only after conclusion of the negotiations, and are therefore able only to either accept or reject the whole agreement without being able to ask for amendments.

> Investor-State-Dispute-Settlement (ISDS): Foreign investors (i.e. Canadian and US companies) receive the right to sue for damages if they believe that they have suffered losses because of laws or measures of the EU or of individual EU member states.

Here is an example, your state has anti-drug laws. And one of the tobacco corporations want to start a business in your country. Turns out they can now sue your state, and then your government has to pay for eventual “losses” as well as letting them sell their products.

> Companies are intended to be included even during the elaboration of new regulations and laws if their trade interests could be affected. The name for this is: “regulatory cooperation”. It means that representatives of big business are invited to participate in expert groups to influence new draft laws.

Companies will influence your laws. Even easier than before.

> Big business had, and still has, excessive influence on the secret negotiations relating to CETA and TTIP. Alone in the preparatory phase for TTIP, 590 meetings took place between the EU Commission and lobby representatives, according to official statements. 92% of these meetings were with representatives of companies, while only in a few cases there were discussions with consumer and trade union representatives.

Same as point above really, the people of the state has less power than multi-national corporations!

---

Australian Prime Minister Tony Abbott tells EU to ‘stop the boats’

Is there any boat this man will not try to stop?


Under Canberra’s hard-line policy, navy ships intercept boats carrying asylum seekers and turn them back to where they transited from, mostly Indonesia, or send those on board to offshore processing camps in the Pacific islands of Papua New Guinea and Nauru.

Asylum-seekers who arrive by boat are blocked from resettling in Australia even if they are found to be genuine refugees. They are left with the option of either returning home or living in PNG, Nauru, or even impoverished Cambodia, under bilateral agreements.

The policy has been slammed by the United Nations and human rights advocates who say it violates the 1951 Refugee Convention of which Australia is a signatory.

The offshore processing of asylum seekers has also faced criticism over the camps’ conditions and the lengthy processing times.

Fun video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vT12W4H495w
Explain your reason.

Background:
https://www.reddit.com/r/worldnews/comments/36q1vf/iran_to_un_israeli_defense_minister_threatened_to/

Feminists desperately try to force a "polyamorous meme" called "Polyamorous Plum". Fill it with a variety of cuckolding, long text stories (completely oblivious to why memes aren't just shitloads of text). And then push it hard.

So far it's come up on multiple sites, messageboards and Facebook groups by feminists who keep pushing them in comment sections that have absolutely nothing to do with the subject.

The biggest one right now trying to push it is some cuckoid Facebook group called "A Submissive Initiative" (https://www.facebook.com/ASI-BDSM/timeline).

This shit's not even on KnowYourMeme and hasn't even been brought up as a possible meme.

So it looks like feminists are trying to force meme a fake viral attempt with shitloads of idiotic ( pics related) cuckold photos to make their cheating seem okay.

http://polyamorousplum.tumblr.com/

Now pagans!

I'm not sure if you guys know already if so link me to the topic. Apparently, pagan rituals are becoming popular with fags to get marry. I'm not a pagan but this sicken me. I still think Christian history is better but I respect the pagan side of history. What's your thoughts on this perversion of culture?

http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x2qv6zk_free-speech-michael-malice_fun

Why (near the end) does the jew keep saying 4chan is a bastion of free speech? Can't you be banned for all sorts of shit over there?